Humphrey Visit Here 'Probable'

Plans for a speaking appearance at UMSL by Presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey were in the "probable" stage as the Current went to press Tuesday, October 16. Curators Approve

Graduate School

The establishment of a graduate school and the appointment of an acting graduate dean at UMSL were approved on October 4 by the Board of Curators. In another action the board approved a graduate program in history beginning in 1969.

UMSL is currently offering a master's degree in education and the Board previously approved graduate work in business administration, economics, sociology and political science starting next year.

Names acting dean of the new graduate school was Dr. Glen R. Driscoll, presently dean of faculty and professor of history. Dr. Driscoll joined the faculty in 1964 as professor of history and chairman of the Division of Social Sciences. He became dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1965, a position he held until being named dean of faculties in 1968.

"The creation of a graduate school marks the first step in achieving one of the top priorities assigned to the campus when it became a part of the University of Missouri in 1961 -- the creation of a comprehensive graduate program through the doctoral level in order to meet the demand for graduate work in the St. Louis metropolitan area," Dr. Driscoll said. "We will establish other graduate programs as soon as resources are made available and as soon as quality can be assured."

Leftist Group Backs Central Council

by Ron Brown, News Editor

Leaders of the plan for a student representative system have received unexpected and unrequested support from a newly-organized student leftist movement. In three hourly sessions, beginning at 11:40 Wednesday, October 2, the leaders presented the system to an estimated total audience of slightly over 100 students.

At the 12:40 session, informed sources said, several members of the leftist group, the Congress for Student Involvement, disrupted the meeting by asking the group if they would support a resolution opposing President Weaver's statement on campus disorders. "We told them that if they received a majority under our system, then they could pass such a resolution," said Craig Zimmerman, a member of the planning group. "But first of all we asked them to join us not as servants but as equals in setting up the system -- before challenging the administration."

Although claiming that the method for selecting representatives is "full of loopholes," Lee Elliott, a spokesman for the Congress, stressed, "We will support this attempt for student government."

Elliott said that his group plans to submit a resolution requesting Weaver to define specifically his meaning of campus disorders. Representatives of the Congress plan to meet with students from the University of Missouri campuses at Columbia, Rolla and Kansas City within two weeks, then to present a common resolution directly to President Weaver.

Since the movement is not a recognized student organization, recognition was applied for Monday, October 7. -- "It would not have a representative in the proposed Central Council. Bat Elliott said that already recognized groups like the Young Democrats, the Politics Club and the Association of Black Collegeans are sympathetic to many of their views."

"We will ask for recognition for ourselves," he said, "but we expect to be shelved or ignored.

Although posters had advertised the group as leftist, Elliott told the Current that "We don't want to be leftist or radical, because we are trying to stay away from the methods of the SDS. We'd prefer to be more issue-oriented than ideology-oriented."

On Wednesday, October 2, an estimated 150 students met in room 107, Benton Hall, to make preliminary plans for organizing a Congress for Student Involvement. The group has supported the proposed student representative system.

Scott Addresses Students Friday

Hugh Scott, Republican congressional candidate from the Second District, will speak on campus Friday, October 11, at 2:40 p.m., in room 100 of the Math and Modern Language Building.

Scott, formerly a County Councilman and 1966 Chairman of the County Council, opposes Democrat James Symington in the contest for the House seat of Republican senatorial candidate Tom Curtis.

Scott is a candidate on campus last year, prior to this August primary victory over fellow Republican Bob Boyd.

Campus Young Republicans are also sponsoring a visit by gubernatorial candidate Lawrence R. Roos on October 21, and tentative plans are being made to bring First District Republican congressional candidate Curtis Crawford.

Office Established for Organizations

Room 117 in the Administration Building will house the working space for all student groups on campus as soon as the furniture is installed. The room will serve as a base for communication between the administration and student groups.

According to Dean Robert L. Davenport, "The area will facilitate all matters which must be authorized by the Office of Student Affairs." This office is located in the same room under the direction of Dean Davenport.

Secretarial services will be provided to the student groups by the administration. Also, there will be mailboxes to facilitate communication between the administration and the student organizations in 117.
Financial Suppression

The recent action by a House-Senate conference committee, which placed certain restrictions in the Higher Education Act concerning federal loans for students involved in protests and other campus disorders, is a bit vague in its definition.

According to the way the statement reads, any student involved in the "use of force, disruption, or seizure of property" is subject to have his aid suspended for up to two years. Few would argue that the terms "force" and "seizure of property" lack clarity, however, the term "disruption" is rather puzzling.

Certainly "force" or "seizure" would merit such harsh action as the statement prescribes, but "disruption" (to a certain degree) is what we want to happen. Integration in itself is more beneficial to whites than placed certain restrictions in the Higher Education Act concerning themselves. The black man is only the minority in this country, for we wonder what makes this form of government any more capable of national unity. We wonder if the Constitution was written by a representative system, seems to bring up several questions. First, there is no way a new Constitution can be written by the new set of rules that exist now. Everyone talking at once will be incapable of accomplishing anything. Therefore, it appears essential that the committee reconsider the 8th term as written by the Chancellor. In the final analysis, integration in itself is irrelevant. Black people are not struggling to live in all white neighborhoods. When blacks are independent, then integration in itself will get done.

Just because the new set of rules - being provided for this year. Would someone really accuse blacks of "racism." History attests to the real racist-separatist. In the final analysis, integration in itself is irrelevant. Black people are not struggling to live in all white neighborhoods. When blacks are independent, then integration in itself will get done.
**UPO Calendar**

**Mon., Oct. 23:** TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY: Business majors for management position.

**Thurs., Oct. 27:** NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY; Business Administration.

**Fri., Oct. 28:** STANDARD OIL: Business Administration.

**Mon., Oct. 28:** DEL MONTE SALES COMPANY: Largest packers of fruits and vegetables, Business Administration.

**Tues., Oct. 29:** RALS TON PURINA: Business Administration. Coast to coast General Office (St. Louis positions).

**Tues., Oct. 30:** EDISON BROTHERS: General Business, Management, Marketing.

**Wed., Oct. 31:** EMERSON ELECTRIC TRAVELER COMPANY: Business Administration.

**Thurs., Oct. 31:** PROCTOR AND GAMBLE: All majors positions in sales and sales management.

**Fri., Nov. 1:** DEL MONTE: See above.

**Fri., Nov. 1:** DEPARTMENT OF NAVY: All major, men and women, Officer Recruiting.

---

**World of Sholom Aleichem**

Poor Choice for Loretto-Hilton

by Sam Hack, Features Editor

The major question which is raised by the Loretto-Hilton Repertory Theatre's production of "The World of Sholom Aleichem" is why this play was chosen at all. It was a very poor choice, indeed. This program of one-act plays, adapted by Arnold Perl from three of Jewish writer Sholom Aleichem's short stories, is far below the artistic (and entertainment) caliber of the other plays in the company's repertory. It is also not at all well suited stylistically to the company's abilities. Not more than two or three of the actors have an acceptable Jewish dialect, and the whole production, as well as the play itself, lacks the necessary insight into the subtleties of the Jewish character.

The first two playlets are quite short, but neither of them has enough body to justify their playing time. The first, "A Tale of Chelm," is a humorous anecdote about a simple practical joke played on one of the fools in a town of fools. It features good performances by Arther Rosenberg, Darla Robbins and Michael Flanagan. It is, however, very slight dramatically and would be much more effective if told by a good Jewish storyteller (such as Myron Cohen) than it is on the stage.

Nothing really happens in Bontche Schweig, the second playlet. It is a fable about the Heavenly trial of Bontche Schweig, who in the face of all sorts of adversity and mistreatment never raised his voice in protest. The Defending Angel describes in great detail what Schweig went through in his lifetime. The Prosecuting Angel has no case against him. After the trial, the Presiding Angel tells him that he can have anything in Heaven in reward for his goodness. Schweig's wish is that everyday he be given one "hot roll with fresh butter." There is no conflict, no deep characterization, no great perception, nothing that warrants its dramatization.

While the first two playlets are too frail to hold the stage, the third, "The High School," has enough substance for a good full length play. It tells of a Jewish couple's struggles to get their son into high school. Only one of two Jewish boys are allowed a place in class each year.Perl's adaptation is too superficial telling of the story. The characters have no depth, and the problems are oversimplified.

J. Robert Dietz has directed the "World of Sholom Aleichem" with some imagination, but not enough sensitivity. John Wright's simple sets, which make use of some excellent lighting effects by Peter Sargent, are appropriate although they add little to the production. Bernice Fasselt, as Mendele the bookkeeper who introduces each of the plays, is so good that I wish that he could have merely told the stories himself.

---

**W.C. Fields Films Show**

Two W.C. Field's film comedies, *You Can't Cheat an Honest Man* and *The Fatal Glass of Beer*, will be presented by the University Players Tuesday night, October 13, 8:00 p.m. This first program of the Players' film series will include a banjo player from the Banjo Palace and a pianist from Shaky's to play for listening pleasure and a sing-along. The Players also plan to present other short vaudeville-type skits. There will be a 50¢ admission charge.

---

**Chorus Elects Officers; Plans 'Carousel' Tryouts**

Officers for the 1968-69 school year for the University Chorus were recently elected. They are: Pat Cortney, president; Sandy Freeman, vice-president; Karl Leigh, secretary; Kathy Apin, treasurer; and Karen Weir, business manager. Along with Chorus director, Ronald Arnaud, the officers have rewritten the chorus' constitution, in an effort to stress the importance of presenting musical entertainment not only to the students, but to the surrounding area as well. At present, the University Chorus is working on plans for Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Carousel". Auditions for the musical will be held this Saturday and Sunday from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. in 105 Benton Hall.

The production will be presented December 15, 14, and 15.

---

**All Seniors in the School of Business Administration**

expecting to graduate in January, 1968, should check the list posted on the bulletin board on the second floor of the administration building. If there are any seniors who expect to graduate in January and whose names do not appear on the list, please contact Mrs. Maxine Stokes immediately.

---

**What was it all for?**

Maybe you aren't sure. But you are sure you want a different and demanding job. A job where you won't waste time with orientation. A job where you get a chance to show your stuff... right away. That's the type of position our Initial Management Development Program offers.

Your assignments will vary, but you will supervise people, make decisions, run a job. You'll develop while you work. Experienced people will be there to help, but they won't lead you around.

It's a tough road. But if you want to bypass the well-worn path of routine jobs, ask our recruiter about the Initial Management Development Program.

Southwestern Bell

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Talk to our recruiter when you visit your campus October 21 and 22.
Russian Invasion

Panel Cites Fear of Czechoslovakian Reform

Three professors, each representing a different field, analyzed the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia in a panel discussion on Wednesday, October 2.

Dr. Stanley Kimball, an associate professor of history at SIU-Edwardsville and an eyewitness to the invasion, praised the “heroism of the Slovak people against the Russian invasion of their country.”

From his observations he concluded that “the Russian passive resistance was as massive as the military hardware of Russia.” He said its leaders were rebellious and “not overt” in comparison with similar changes in Russia. But it added that Russia was “concerned when the Czechs began trading with the West.”

Dr. Robert Sullivan, chairman of the UMSL political science department, reported that the Soviet leaders had hoped to have liberal reforms in Czechoslovakia without a change in Communist control. “The Russians possess an exaggerated concern that they will be attacked by the West. With the invasion of Czechoslovakia, the Russian show that they are not inclined to abandon Central Europe to anti-Soviet influences,” he declared.

“The American position has been to accept that security zone and a moderate, restrained role,” Sullivan said.

“Unlinked Lots Concern Students

“Parking lot dangers exist for night school students,” stated Rika Swiney, president of the evening student council.

Day students who park their car in the back three student parking lots and do not return to their cars until after evening classes may find the returning route dangerous. The unlighted pebble path surrounded by bushes and leading to the three unlighted parking lots in the only means back to that specific area. The campus police do control the area in case of trouble. However, the route to these three lots is quite lengthy.

Maps have been posted on bulletin boards of campus buildings to inform the students of the areas which are felt unsafe by the evening council.

Saturday, October 12 — 6:30 P.M. Florissant Valley Community College

Presented by SHORIN-RYU School of Karate Bob Yarnall (3rd degree black belt) —— for tickets see Jerry Specter Rm. 504 BH, Till 5:00 today.

U.S. CAPITALIST

WALLACE

Not so clever a rodent

Christopher Columbus

wasn’t the only one to discover America.

Every day UMSL students are discovering the benefits to be gained by having knowledge of their American heritage.

Visit the Campus Bookstore for a wide selection of Americanica reading material and ...

Discover America

For Yourself

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
**Hendin's Headlines**

by Marty Hendin, Sports Editor

On September 30 I attended the world premiere of the United Artists Corporation movie "Paper Lion," held at the Crestwood Theater. The movie, adapted from the book "Paper Lion" by George Plimpton, tracks the efforts of a writer on an assignment to go through training camp as a quarterback with the Detroit Lions of the National Football League. The film stars Alan Alda as Plimpton, Lauren Bacall as his secretary, and members of the Lions featuring Coach Joe Schmidt and players Alex Karras and John Gordy.

The movie captures very well the behind-the-scenes world of professional football, from the conditioning exercises, the hazing of rookies, to the emotions of players before and during a game. The game action spotlighted in the movie was a pre-season encounter played last year at Busch Memorial Stadium between the Lions and Football Cardinals. Featured are beautiful shots of the stadium complex, game highlights and special "rigged" plays that were filmed after the regular game.

The acting was very fine with Alda doing a good job as Plimpton. Surprisingly good performances were turned in by Karras, Gordy and the others. The movie is a must for all football fans, but it would be entertaining for everyone. It is now showing at the Crestwood, Towne and Village Theaters.

**Cheerleading Clinic**

After last year's cheerleading fiasco with nine girls out of the whole school trying out for seven cheerleading positions, I am happy to report that over forty girls attended the cheerleading clinic two weeks ago. However, these forty girls are trying out for only four or five positions left open on this year's squad. After falling this year, many of these girls will probably not try out again.

In my opinion, one solution to this problem is to choose a freshman cheerleading squad to cheer at the junior varsity basketball games. This will relieve the varsity squad of this task and leave them more time for other duties. It will also allow the freshmen to keep in touch with UMSL sports and give them experience for next year. The freshmen would not ever need special uniforms. They could wear the old cheerleading outfits or just wear a white blouse and red shorts. I'm sure that the freshmen would rather do that than not be cheerleaders at all.

**Soccer Debut**

Congratulations to Coach Don Dallas and his Rivermen soccer team on their 3-0 victory over Greenville College in UMSL's first inter-collegiate soccer game last Saturday. Let's hope that this victory will inspire the Rivermen to a good inaugural season.

**Football Reports**

On behalf of the eighty UMSL students who attended last Saturday's Football Cardinal game against Dallas, I would like to thank KMOX radio for the free tickets we received for their broadcast of the game. KMOX certainly chose some good games for us to attend. Last year we saw Green Bay and this year Dallas. The Cards really looked bad Sunday; I felt cheated of a good game even though I didn't pay for the tickets. We weren't really paying attention to the game though, as the World Series was on at the same time. It was fascinating to see both teams in baddies and to hear a great cheer erupt from the fans, as the baseball Cardinals were "socking it to Detroit.

Also on the subject of football, attended last Saturday's Missouri-Army game in Columbia. Judging by the number of UMSL students and staff members at the game, I'm not the only one here who feels that the Tigers are our football team too.

The game was very interesting. It's not often that a team can lose three fumbles and six interceptions and still win the game. The Missouri defense did a great job although Army helped out by losing three fumbles and three interceptions and by being penalized for 78 yards.

In deciding their season record to 2-1, the Tigers posted Coach Dan Devine's 100th career coaching victory, giving him a mark of 83-27-1, at Missouri and a career record of 100-36-4. The more than 58,000 people in attendance set a record for the most people ever to see an athletic event in Missouri.

**Thank You Mr. Goltermann**

This coming Saturday, members of the current and alumni faculty and faculty along with fraternity presidents and social chairmen will attend the St. Louis Blues home opener as the guests of Falstaff Brewing Corporation's Branch Promotions Manager Ed Goltermann. Mr. Goltermann will be helping publicize the Rivermen basketball team this year by printing schedules and other information. He has also has a special attraction, which will be announced shortly, planned for UMSL basketball fans.

Be sure to read the next edition of "Hendin's Headlines" for our exclusive report on the World Series, written exclusively for the Current by Mike Ohs and myself.
**Sports Calendar**

**Steamers Club Meeting**  
Wednesday, October 16 - Room 208 at 1:00  
Administration Building

**TOYOTA**  
DRIVE THE NEW HOT ONE AT $1833.  
† 60 H.P. † WSW Tires † Undercoat  
† 35 mpg † Tinted glass † Carpeting

**WORLD WIDE IMPORTED CARS**  
1800 N. Highway 140 at Florissant Rd.  
TE 1-0007

**Falstaff**

**Kickers Win Inaugural**  
by Judy Wachter

UMSL's first intercollegiate soccer team established a winning tradition in their first game on October 5 as they downed Greenville College of Greenville, Illinois 3-0.

Riverman Tim Fitzsimmon's had the honor of scoring the first goal as he connected on a penalty kick in the first quarter. The score remained 1-0 until Dave Moyar scored for UMSL in the second quarter. Tom Tucker, who assisted Moyar on his goal, scored the final UMSL tally, with an assist from Mark McDonald in the fourth quarter.

The UMSL defense did a fine job as it allowed Greenville to take only three shots at the goal. The offense kept the pressure on Greenville's goal as the Rivermen attempted twenty-one shots.

The soccermen will travel to Western Illinois University Saturday, October 12, for their second game of the season. The Rivermen's only home game of the season will be Thursday, October 31, against Rockhurst College. The game will be played at Florissant Valley Community College.

**Harriers Run at Greenville Sat.**

by Pat Freeman

UMSL's cross-country team, with only four men finishing in the top ten, was downed by Principia College October 2, in the second home meet of the season, 18-39. Principia, one of the toughest cross-country squad on the 1968 schedule, proved their ability as they captured four of the top five positions in the meet.

Only a short .04 seconds separated the first and third place runners as Marc Machen of Principia finished first, covering the four-mile course in 23 minutes, 5 seconds. Tom Nowell, also of Principia, placed second for his team as he ran a 23:07 time. Riverman Bob Binson, who has been setting the top times for UMSL in previous meets, led the way again with a third place time of 23:29.

Other UMSL harriers whose efforts were combined in the scoring were: Ted McQueary, 9th; Kerry Robinson, 10th; and Randy Davis, 11th.

Although this put the Rivermen at a 1-2 season mark, Coach Larry Barres was pleased to state that statistics show that the team average in time had improved 22 seconds per man. This average should be greatly improved before the season is over.

The top ten finishers were:

1. Mark Machen (P) 23:05  
2. Tom Nowell (P) 23:07  
3. Bob Binson (UMSL) 23:09  
4. John Smealman (P) 23:15  
5. Al Huss (P) 23:34  
6. Ted McQueary (UMSL) 23:46  
7. Al Neil (P) 24:02  
8. Alex Ware (P) 24:13  
9. Kerry Robinson (UMSL) 24:24  
10. Jeff Davis (UMSL) 24:40

The harriers will travel to Greenville, Illinois Saturday to take part in the Greenville Invitational. Next Monday they will run against Culver-Stockton College. They will return to Culver-Stockton College Saturday, October 19 to compete in the Culver-Stockton Invitational.

**I M Activities**

The intramural flag football leagues got off to a slow start last week as almost half of the games were forfeited. Carrying over into the league seasons will end next Tuesday with the championship game scheduled for Friday October 18.

Three teams of women volleyball players ended their season yesterday. The Titans, Newman Club and Delta Zata competed for championship honors. The winner will be announced next week.

Two other intramural activities are scheduled for the next two weeks. There will be a punt, pass and kick contest sometime during the week of October 14-18. Starting October 16 there will be a league for three man-half court basketball.刘oters for basketball are limited to two. Roters can be obtained either from the Athletic Office, Intramural Checkout station, but they must be returned to the Athletic Office. Competition will be in the form of a tournament rather than league competition. The games will be played in two fifteen minute halves with the clock running continuously.

Deadline for submitting rosters is October 16.

**CLASSIFIED AD**

Wanted: Lead Guitar Player, 3 to 6 nites.  
Pete - A 1-1948 after 6 pm.

**Conversation Piece Shop**

6352 Delmar  
Antiques-home decor  
handcrafted gifts

**NEW & USED CYCLES**

$10.00 Down  
Florissant Honda Sales  
1795 N. Highway 140  
TE 1-3000